Call for Participation

We invite you to join us in Sydney, Australia on December 19-20, 2020 For 11th International Conference on Ubiquitous Computing (UBIC 2020)

The conference will provide an excellent international forum for sharing knowledge and results in theory, methodology and applications of Ubiquitous Computing. Current information age is witnessing a dramatic use of digital and electronic devices in the workplace and beyond

Highlights of UBIC 2020 include:

- 10th International Conference on Computer Science, Engineering and Applications (ICCSEA 2020)
- 9th International Conference of Networks and Communications (NECO 2020)
- 9th International Conference on Soft Computing, Artificial Intelligence and Applications (SCAI 2020)
- 9th International Conference on Signal, Image Processing and Pattern Recognition (SPPR 2020)
- 11th International Conference on Communications Security & Information Assurance (CSIA 2020)
- 12th International Conference on Wireless, Mobile Network & Applications (WiMoA 2020)
- 12th International Conference on Grid Computing (GridCom 2020)
- 11th International Conference on Internet Engineering & Web Services (InWeS 2020)
- International Conference on NLP & Artificial Intelligence Techniques (NLAI 2020)
- International Conference on Machine Learning Techniques and Data Science (MLDS 2020)
- International Conference on Software Engineering and Managing Information Technology (SEMIT 2020)
- International Conference on IoT, Blockchain & Cloud Computing (IBCOM 2020)

Registration Participants

Non-Author / Co-Author / Simple Participants (no paper)

250 USD (With proceedings)

Here's where you can reach us: ubic@iccsea2020.org or ubicconference@yahoo.com